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About This Game

Lead Aero in his quest to save his beloved Ariella from the evil Andraus. Aero's Quest is a fast-paced, challenging puzzle-
platformer that takes the best of late '80s retro gaming goodness, and rolls it up in a delicious contemporary wrapper.

The game features 101 levels full of challenging puzzles and full of platforms divided in 10 different sub-zones, special levels,
boss fight, power ups, normal mode and speedrun mode for fast challenges against the time, option to save game and records,

in-game rewards and 13 Steam Achievements plus many other options.
Press said that Aero's Quest is where Super Meat Boy meets Megaman.
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Title: Aero's Quest
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Soloweb Studios, Ravens Eye Studio
Publisher:
Soloweb Studios
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 160 MB available space

Sound Card: any

Additional Notes: Recomended to set the option "Graphic Quality" on LOW on older machines

English,French,Italian,German
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aero's quest

I can die happy now ;_;. It's okay for the price but there are just too many ways to fall between the map layers and break the
game right now.. I love the mechanic of SiNKR and the peaceful time you can have in the game. The graphics is not really
AAA, but hey - it's indie! A solid piece for every puzzle lover!. I just love this series of games and this one doesn't disappoint.
Hidden object scenes and mini-games are challenging and like whole game fun to play. I like all different types of creatures that
are met along the way. The pocket dragon and the owl are with Sophia again and they are really helpful.

Pros:
 + voice acting
 + fabulous graphic
 + great gameplay. Okay, video game!
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this episode is by far once of the most difficult to master. By the end all characters will have been recruited. There is a lot of
jumping in this story part esp. through the Grand Rift. there still are hidden rooms but most of the game is getting to recruit the
Bear. the story mainly focuses on that particular part. Dissent starts to show amonst the recruits and it takes a lot of talking and
self- confidence to get the party going again. Game seems rather slow story -wise during this episoide but is still a good game to
play. i cant download it why?. A really nice game and its fun to play. Nice little puzzle game with good aesthetics. Would have
liked it to be longer, but for a dollar it's hard to complain.. There are so much bugs this is just
straight\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Make a better ending to season 8 where Daenerys didn't kind of forget about the
iron fleet. najlepsza gra w jaką grałem pozdrawiam. Very cute story and well designed. There are a few typos and translation
errors but they are very minor. It was so well written and i would easily pay $5 for this. All the charectors have different
personallities and that makes this ver interesting to play. Definitely worth checking out. If you go through all the charectors it
takes a little more than an hour to complete while skipping through previous dialogue but i loved every second of this game.
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